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Productions 1000 showcased alongside Washingon DC's most prestigious companies and 
organizations in BEST OF DC: 'Defining Change' in American Leadership 

Washington DC - March 26, 2009 - Productions 1000 is proud to be showcased in the BEST OF DC: 
'Defining Change' in American Leadership – a unique publishing project that "celebrates the success 
stories of visionary leaders" fueling a new era of success and sustainability. 

This prestigious project is published by Global Village Publishing and Media, one of the world's 
premier platforms for showcasing and networking governments, leading companies and entrepreneurs 
in business, tourism and lifestyle. Already in 50 regions worldwide, the Washington DC 360-page 
yearbook is the very first interactive publication of its kind in the United States. 

Productions 1000 welcomes you to view the illustrated profile in the Media chapter on pages 243-244, 
and to read the Leader Preface contributed by Richard Marks, Founder and President of Productions 
1000, for the chapter on Environmentalism, found on pages 66-67: www.productions1000.com/news 

The 'BEST OF' global series, says Global Village Publishing, showcase "an ever-expanding Atlas of 
Success and Sustainability across multiple continents and industries. Journalistically written, the 'BEST 
OF' books recognise individuals who achieve their entrepreneurial potential ... as well as businesses 
that accomplish their professional aims and corporate social investment objectives." 

We extend our most sincere thanks to Matthew Christian Davis, Managing Director of BEST OF DC, 
for distinguishing Productions 1000. We are inspired by Matthew's great devotion to positive leadership 
in America and worldwide. 

About Productions 1000
Productions 1000 is a media and production company creating positive communications and content for energy, 
environment, and sustainability initiatives. We provide organizations and businesses with innovative 
communications strategies, targeted industry expertise and consulting, branded content, and media production 
that leads towards ethical and reliable communication. 

www.productions1000.com 



BEST OF DC: 'Defining Change' in American Leadership - Inaugural Issue
To view the entire series, visit www.gvpedia.com 


